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Part III

TIMELINE 13.3
Great Famine
(1315–1322)

The Later Middle Ages

European Politics, 1300–1500
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Marriage of Isabella of
Castile and Ferdinand
of Aragon (Beginning of
Spanish State)
1410
Battle of Tattenberg
(Defeat of Teutonic Knights
by Polish and Lithuanian Forces)
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Discontinues
the Mongol
Tribute

Aragon (r. 1479–1516), uniting their realms under one dynasty, while nevertheless preserving each realm’s distinctive customs and laws. Isabella inherited her throne in 1474;
Ferdinand inherited his in 1479. Thereafter—despite the continuation of regional cortes,
tribunals, and customs—an efﬁcient central administration governed the two realms and
eventually transformed them into the kingdom of Spain.
Like their counterparts Henry VII in England and Louis XI in France, Isabella
and Ferdinand were new monarchs, and they consolidated the power of their dynasty in
three primary ways. First, they undercut aristocratic inﬂuence, ﬁlling the royal bureaucracy with middle-class lawyers rather than aristocrats, allying with towns against local
landowners, and reorganizing the army to emphasize infantry over cavalry. Second, they
acquired ﬁrm power over their national church, securing the pope’s agreement that they,
not he, could appoint most prelates within Spain. And third, they fostered national unity
through religious zeal. For Isabella and Ferdinand, political obedience and national
unity were tied to Christian orthodoxy.
The Jews and Muslims of Iberia had long faced worsening circumstances. The year
1391 had been particularly bad for Jews who, in the face of murderous mobs, sometimes
died, sometimes emigrated, and sometimes undertook perfunctory conversion to Christianity. Muslims too had been hard pressed by their Christian rulers, slowly losing their
separate law courts and even, in some cases, their knowledge of Arabic. The situation
went from bad to worse in 1492 when Isabella and Ferdinand conquered Granada, ﬁnally
placing all the Iberian peninsula under Christian control. In the ﬂush of this victory, they
presented their Muslim and Jewish subjects with the choice of conversion or exile. Many
left, leaving the new kingdom a thoroughly Christian state but bereft of their knowledge
and talents. Others converted, some genuinely and some in the hope that they could privately maintain their traditional faiths while publicly conforming as Christians.
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